
5 FRIGHTENINGLY REAL
CHALLENGES FACING THE

ENERGY SECTOR
 

THE CUSTOMER IS ALWAYS RIGHT4
Smart meters are now becoming more and more common place within the

home, UK Government figures from the BBC website “show that until the end of

2018, nearly 15 million smart meters had been installed. But those same figures

also show that only 12.5 million were operational. That leaves 2.3 million smart

meters that have been installed but are not functioning".  

 

Mark Harris from Marlow, Buckinghamshire had his smart meter fitted earlier

this year, he said "I then did what the government urges people to do and

changed electricity and gas suppliers to get a better deal. The smart meter

doesn't work with the new suppliers, because it only works with the people who

fitted it. How smart is that?"

 

It would appear that more than ever, energy companies must ensure smart

meter roll outs are faultless in order to compete in such a dynamic market.

THE NEW TECHNOLOGY 5
The scariest story of all is one of warning... If you don’t digitalise your company,

you'll face being left behind in the new age of technology! By avoiding

digitalisation, you avoid all the data that is out there ready to be analysed and

used to improve your overall business. 

THE THREAT OF CYBER-ATTACKS

The threat of a cyber-attack is now far too familiar for multiple industries. The

Utilities industry is only too aware of this impending risk, in March this year,

“hackers did use firewall vulnerabilities to cause periodic "blind spots" for grid

operators in the western US for about 10 hours…The incident was originally

referenced in a Department of Energy report in April, but only in vague terms. A

new North American Electric Reliability Corporation document described it in

more detail, including the type of vulnerabilities that let hackers compromise the

web portals in question. No need to panic about this incident specifically, but

given the extent to which Russia and others continue to probe the power grid,

it's an unsettling reminder that weaknesses are out there." (wired.com)
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THE AGEING WORKFORCE2
Within the energy industry, the issue of an aging work force and a limited talent

pool has become a regular discussion point. For example, ‘According to a

January 2017 assessment by the US Department of Energy, 25% of US

employees in electric and natural gas utilities will be ready to retire within 5

years’ (IBM). Pretty scary stats right? The industry must address this challenge

and recruit the next generation of workforce.

THE END OF FOSSIL FUELS3
Are we witnessing 'The Obituary of Oil?" (Finance Monthly). Major challenges

play their part: 'an ever-growing market in sustainable energy, continuing price

volatility and inflationary costs on wages and raw materials". This does not

mean the final nail in the coffin has been hit, there is still a high demand for

fossil fuels, however the industry must grow with the times and prove their

importance to survive. Companies must invest in new talent and educate talent

from a younger age about the career possibilities within the industry.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-48266605
https://www.wired.com/story/power-grid-cyberattack-facebook-phone-numbers-security-news/
https://www.ibm.com/blogs/insights-on-business/energy-and-utilities/preparing-aging-utility-workforce/#_edn1
https://www.finance-monthly.com/2019/03/the-biggest-trends-challenges-facing-the-oil-gas-industry/

